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Monday, April 14, 1 CJ69

Language Three
Requirement: Ends
For '69 Freshmen

Corey's
Corner

(The following is a copy of the official I letter from Dr. Goldberg)

TO:

Mr. Haas , Director of Admissions
Miss Christiansen, Registrar
Miss McCreery , Coordinator
of Guidance & Counseling

FROM:

RobertJ . Goldberg
vice President for Academic
Affairs & Dean of Faculty

DATE:

March 21, 1969

SUBJECT: STATEMENT CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION
OF NEW FOREIGN LANGUAGE POLICY

End of the trimester ramblings :

ing procedures will go into effect immediately.
I. Student presently attending must
complete Language 111, but beginning
with the August, 1969 graduates those
who started with Language I, will be given
credit toward the degree for the hours
earned.
2. New students accepted for the
Spring, 1969 trimester, and thereafter, will
need eight hours of the same foreign language in order to meet ,requirements for the
degree and Language I will count toward
this requirement. Students placing out of I
and I I will be considered as having completed our language requirements.

Under no circumstances, will the first
term of any language, taken here or elsewhere, be counted toward degree requirements unless the student also completes
the second term of the same language. The
Admissions Office in evaluating records of
In order to farry out the June I 8, I 968
recommendation of the Curriculum Coun- · transfer students may consider students
cil that "a student who completes Foreign who have completed the equivalot'!t of two
Language I be given four hours credit full terms of foreign language as meeting
toward the eight hours of foreign language the requirement even though the credit
.
required in the Basic Program" the followhours earned may total less than eight.
STATEMENT CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW
FOREIGN LANGUAGE POLICY

HUMAN CAUCUS REPLIES
An open letter to Dr. Goldberg
From: The Human Caucus
Date: Apr il 9, 1969
Subject: T he statement dated March 2 1,
1969 , issued fro m Dr. G oldberg's offi.:e
concerning the Impl ementation of th e new
Foreign Language Pol icy.

Dear Dr. Goldberg,
May we po int out to you that on March
27 , 1969, at a meeting in President Sachs'
office, attended by you, Dr. Sachs', Dr.
Lienemann, Miss Ca llicounis, the Student
Sen ate and various other faculty and students, the following was pointed out:
1). This school never legally should have
offered any remedial courses, not in foreign
language nor in any other area . Yet the
Language Dept. has in fact been requiring
students to take Language I as a remedial
course, which counted neither toward the 8
hr. foreign language requirement nor the
general electives a student must take . Language I instead effectively raised the gradu-

ation requirement from 128 hrs . to 132
hurs.--and did so illegally.
2). At that meeting, yo u took credit for
"finding" th is discrepancy. In fact , you
said it came to your attention as early as
1968 , at which time you referred the matter
to the Curriculum Council for a ruling.
3). Acco rd ing to the Curriculu m Council minutes of June 18, 1968 , a recommendation was made to your office that "a student who completes foreign Language I, be
given four hours credit toward the eight
hours of foreign language required in the
Basic program,"
4). At that March 27th , 1969 meeting in Or. Sach's office, you '!1entioned that the Curriculum Council never
sent you a reply and that only inadvertantly
and recently in glancing over some old minutes you read their decision!
5). Then you said, for the benefit of the
bewildered Miss Callicounis, Chairman of
the Foreign Language· Department, that
you had forgotten to tell her of the Curriculum Council's decision - a decision she

... Scrawled above an exit door of a
CT A bus in red magic marker was "JOE
· LOVES ELINOR." I wonder who wrote
that. Joe? Elinor? Somebody
else? ... Besides various almanacs,
technical encyclopedias, and dictionaries
in our library, some real treasures can be
found among the reference books. For
biology majors, Soil and Freshwater
Nematodes is big, along with Mushrooms
and Other Fungi. The Lichen Book is also
in constant use. The Dictionary of the Efi.k
Language (for efficacious speaking?) is a
favorite of linguistic majors, as is Who's
Who of Indian Writers . And Eric Partridge's Dictionary of Cliches in that sectioncontains enough to choke a horse
. . . New word for the day---huggermugger--n. a confusion ; muddle;jumble.
... Have an acronym---a new police organization, the Confederation Of Police.
... There's always somebody hustling to
persuade us to spend our money, even if
it's only a penny. On a pay scale in the
subway at Chicago and State streets the
pitch is "To help watch your HEAL TH
and APPEARANCE, WEIGH yourself
found difficult to accept.
6). AT THAT POINT IN THE MEETING , ITWASTHE UNDERSTANDING
OF THOSE PRESENT, THAT STUDENTS HA YING FINISHED EIGHT
HOURS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE
HAVE, IN FACT, COMPLETED THE
FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT. ANYONE HAVING MORE
THAN EIGHT HOURS OF FOREIG N
LANGUAGE WOULD BE GIVEN
ELECTI VE C RE DIT FOR T H E EX. CESS.
What then, is the meaning of the statement you issued Thursday, April 9, 1969
(which , curiously is dated March 21, 1969)
declaring that currently enrolled students
must take Foreign Language III anyway,
and thereby have to regard Foreign Language I an an elective credit. This is not the
recommendation of the Curriculum Council.
Furthermore, in the same statement, you
agree to give incoming freshmen hereafter
credit for Foreign Language I toward the
eight-hour foreign language requirement.
Is this not discrimination against the currently enrolled students?

There's more than
meets the eye in
• this ALL-COTTON shirt!

DAILY." How can just a daily weighing
do either? Another one reads, "Your
Waistline is your Healthline. Weigh yourself once a day."
. .. Another new word for the
day---hurlyburly---n. a turmoil; uproar;
hubbub; confusion.
... No comment--A girl in the cafeteria
was talking about her Catholic high school
education. "You can imagine a course in
marriage taught by nuns--they're bound to
have some misconceptions about it."
... Four inscriptions appear on U.S .
coins, which we've been fumbling with all
our lives (including the pennies palmed off
by the bus driver). Without looking, can
you tell which two of the
four---LIBERTY, IN GOD WE TRUST,
E PLURIBUS UNUM, and UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA---appear on
heads and which on tails?
... For a green crayon from a Winky
Oink and You set, what do a huggermugger and a hurlyburly have in common?
. ... "Why can we remember the tiniest
detail that has happened to us, and not
remember how many times we have told it
to the same persons?"&&&
Francois de La Rochefoucald
What is the logic behind the "forced"
elective which in effect Foreign Language I
becomes?
·oo you have the authority to reverse or
to implement as you see fit the rulings of
the Curriculum Council ?
And -.yhy, according to the March 21
date of your memo, released April 9, have
you waited so long to tell us of your decision? It seems prio r to the March 27 meeting in President Sachs' office and prior to
telling the language department you already decided what you were going to do?
Have you waited until the end of the trimester in order to make more difficult an y
changes in registration that students may
wish to make? Are you hoping that the
meaning cif this action will be obscured by
the trimester break?
May we point out, also, to quote a
January 13, 1969 letter you drafted to us ,
that "the college administration will give
full endorsement to the principles of your
request". One of the principles of the Human Caucus was that students be given, in
the future, an even greater role in the determination of their curriculum. Yet, by your
recent action you are denying a freedom
that the students already have.
Dr. Goldberg, your recent actions are
completely UN ACCEPT ABLE to us. We
advise you to make immediate rectification
in accord with reas·o n and academic freedom.
The Human Caucus

Great new

, ~~
.__,

man=:,:presi.
... the Permanently-Pressed
100% Cotton shirt that never,
and we mean never,
needs ironing!

SUNDAY
APRIL 20
Men 23 years of age or older
and women 21 or over
YOU ARE INVITED TO

It's the remarkable 100% cotton luxury shirt
for cotton lovers everywhere that comes out
soft, smooth and permanently-pressed ... from
washer to dryer to you . . . every single time'
And it will stay that way for the life of the
shirt . .. The Manhattan Shirt Company's noiron promi se gua ra ntees it ! Visit us and see
our "Man-Prest" selection today!
from 6 pm. until 11 p.m.

in the
.

.

Barry's Smart Style Shop
3306 W. Bryn Mawr
588-8391

Beautiful

BOULEVARD ROOM
of the

Sheraton-Chicago Hotel
505 N. Michigan Avenue
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PRINT SAYS:

LANGUAGE 3 .MUST GO!
Last week, the Print pubiished the latest:
contribution to the political obfuscation that
goes on here at NISC: Miss Sochen's pontificating Bull.
It is well that she writes of "radicals on
the left and on the right," for some innocent
might be misled into thinking that she is ,a
radical thinker, and she therefore does well
to set herself into the viscous middle where
she is probably more comfortable.
Her suggestion, however, that some have
advanced a conspiratorial theory only
shows how far out of it she really is. I
myself only ask that a qualified teacher in
my discipline evaluate my qualifications
apart from the threat my political persuasion seems to pose to him (her ?); or, say
out publicly, "We don't want no radicals
here, we want Amurrica for Amurricans."
Conspiracy is not at issue here, certainly
not at the center of the affair, and in any
case, it ·is a vulgar cliche by now, and a
proper regard for our language would call
for its burial.
Miss Sochen characterizes herself in this
letter as an "outside observer." lpse dixit.
Consequently, I ask that people more near
the heart of things, more"participants"
than "observers", judge. I personally, don't
want a liberal bourgeoise whose heart is
bleeding all over her lecture notes,. and
whose radicalism extends only as far as
McCarthy for President, to judge me. In
short, I submit as respectfully as I can manage, that Miss Sochen's letter is pure and
uncut bullshit.
K. F. Lawrence

To the Students and Faculty of N. I. S. C.:

Where were you on Monday, March
3 1st at I :00 P.M.? Classes were cancelled
and the school was wide open. The cafeteria was full. The carrels were full. But
why wasn't the auditori um full ? Why
couldn't you attend Northeastern's final
farewell and commemoration to a former
president and hero of the nation? Was it
!90 much to ask the students and faculty
of this learned institution to pay their last
respects to Gen. Dwight David Eisenhower?
It is very poor, when the auditorium
only accommodates I 0% of the student
body, that the auditorium was at the most
only three-fifths occupied. MUST A
MAN DIE A HORRIBLE DEATH IN
ORDER TO GAIN THE HONOR AND
RESPECT THAT IS DUE TO HIM?
Gen. Eisenhower was a great soldier
and American. He deserved at least one
half hour of everyone's precious time . Although many of us may not remember his
war days or his days in the White House
(nor were· many of us shocked or surprised
at his death), but he did lead this country
during a period when it was unquestionably the leading world power and most
respected of all nations on the earth, The
nations the world respected " Ike" and all
who knew him respected him in and out
of office. World leaders came from around
the globe to pay their last respects, but
most of Northeastern's students and faculty could not walk the few steps from the
cafeteria to the auditorium to pay theirs.
And for those students who did attend
the memorial services--most are to be
commended for recognizing the debt that
all Americans owe this great person. But
what about those of you who chose to
spend the time talking to your neighbor
and laughing? What about the ignoramuses who got up and walked out during
the eulogies and speeches? Were you
bo red ? Was n' t the ceremony lively
enough? Mu st you be entertained every_
moment you are not in class? You should
have stayed in the cafeteria or carrels, for
you belong in the same category as those

who never entered the auditorium to pay
their homage to a man, who in the words
of Dr. Sabin, "was a worthy and great
American" and who "deserves respect
and love from each and every one of us."
Marcia Zieman and
Ron Stolle
Dear Dr. Goldberg:
T he situation that is exi sting at Northeastern presently, creates a very curious
problem . The dismissals of Dr. Stern and
Dr. Lawrence can bring about very serious
implications on the future of our college-yours and mine.
First of all , academ ic freedom is a necessary part of our educational process. By
academic freedom , I mean the ~ight of each
member of the college commun ity to express his views regardless of the implications. The learning process can onl y take
place when there is a constructi ve and
meaningful exchange of ideas. After the
views have been presented, it is the responsibility of the individual to determine his
own course of action . If one of these viewpoints is suppressed, the academic communtiy becomes stagnated and stifled.
There have been reports that certain students having Ors. Stern and Lawrence do
not like their methods of teaching. But a
radical and fresh id!;!a can only be defended
and allowed to flourish when it is supported
by showing its merit. In this process, it is
necessary to deride the system which exists.
To many people, the slightest amount of
controversy and· new thinking is very
threatening. Why is this so? Our educational system affords us with only one facet of
this knowledge. It is understandable why
many students object to a new and radical
idea.
There is news of a pending open hearing
on the cases of Ors. Stern and Lawrence. It
is most vital and important that this hearing
take place. But there are two pitfalls. First,
there are a number of students in our college community who do not care about the
relevance of their education. This noncommittal attitude -is the single most important force that destroys a student's claim to
academic freedom. A second problem is
that the hearing may be cancelled. A faculty
and administration who would like to
phase out Ors. Stern and Lawrence without confrontation, depends on student
apathy. A student body that does not care,
serves as the best reminder that our educational system will be perpetuated. Dr.
Goldberg, will you postpone your hearing becuase of faculty pressure or student
apathy?
Tim Short
TO:
Ken Davis,
FROM:

Miss Louise E. Christensen ,
Registrar

DATE:

April 7, 1969

There has been tremendous confusion of late regarding the Language 3 mess. It was
hoped that the thir.d trimester would be dropped entirely, but instead this action was
taken only for incoming freshmen . There was no provision made for excusing the
present students from this requirement.
Most students we know are pretty disgusted with the language setup here, and there
are very valid questions as to whether or not Language three is really necessary.
PRINT says: Drop the third trimester of language for all students, give credit f or
language one and two, and do this NOW!
(see memos in this issue from Dr. Goldberg and the Human Caucus)

Your letter like Miss Rosen's recent scribbling is a prime example of the drab drek
that far too often both of you are capable
of. Frankly, your latest attempt at communication was lost in your befuddled illusionary state of mind.
Recently, in a separate letter, Doreen Dent,
another concerned NISC student helped expose the snob attitudes that formulate, the
external and internal actions of the current
Muse editors.

Muse functions as a student magazine; that
is, does it foster a state of awareness and
creativity in the hearts and minds of our
students here at NISC. To the best of my
ability I have endeavored to show that the
answer to the previous question is a flat
NO. In view of this, I therefore appeal to
whatever common sense is left when I say
that it is time to cease these accusations and
counter-accusations. It is time that the
foundations for a competent staff is built. It
is time that NISC have a true literary
magazine.

The only question that I, as a student, am
concerned with is whether or not The

Sincerely Yours:
Arnold Wolman

To: Willy Wandick

Tiu· \orlht•aislt·rn

PRINT
This is the last weekly PRINT (sob, sob) of
the trimester. The PRINT now goes into semiretirement until ' May 12. Won't it be hard
living without us for t.he next three weeks?
If something in this issue offends you, or if
you wish to spout off about so~ething, you ' ll '
have to wait until next trimester.
Incidentally, nothing in this issue neces-

, Business Ma ng le r . . . , . . . . . . . La r ry Sp aeth
Ty pogra phic al and Tec hnic a l Eng ineer .. . . .
... . ... . .... .. . . . ... ... . .. .... Lynn Musson
Sports Ed itor and WGSB Big Shot. Bill Baker
Director of Intercollegiate Commun ic ations . .
. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . . ... ... M ickey Sagrillo
Commun_ists:
Corey's Corner . . . ... .. .. •... . . .Gene Corey
Wee-Pl~y........ . . ........ .. . Elliot Cohen
Sports Writers ... .. . ... , . . . .. Ron Middleton,
l?am Oi'sen
Photographers .. .. . . , . . . . . ..John Podraza,
Gary-Dale Stockmann
Associate Ad-getter .. . . Diane Lebbin (Hmmm )

sarily reflects the policy or opinion of the
Northea stern Brass, a nd w e do n't b lam e them
fo r f eeling t ha t w a y. If you 're takin g the next
trime off, dig the summer, and like they say
in the song, "See you, in September ... "

G reek Bearing Gifts .... Edward Robin Caroll
Staff Wanderer .. . . . . . . . . . Mike Gilmore

Editor. . . ... . . .. . . . .. . , . . . . . . . Ken Davis
Editorial Director and Morale Officer . . . .. .
. ... .. . . . ... . .. . . ... . . .... . . . .Abby Rosen
Photography Editor and Understudy to John
Podraza . . . . . . . .. . .... .. . .. .... . Roger Bader

Martel, Diane Spiegel, Larry Streicher
PRINTce of the Week . ....... .. Jeff Provus
PRINTcess of the Week . . . . . . .. · Sue Taylor

Token Polish Person . . . , . . .... Cindy Dubas

Historian . .. . .. .. ... . . . . David Allen Green .
Researchers . . . .. Lynda lmmergluck, Rod

Lord of the Flies (and Sponsor) _. . E. M . Liebow

SUNDAY-ONE NIGHT ONLY!

·-·

1r

••••••••

& THE MIRACLES
PLUS ... ~

SUBJECT: A warding of the Booby Prize
in the March 23rd Edition of
Print

have just had an opportunity to read the
March 23rd issue (as you can see I am a
little behind in my reading) and }Vant to
let you know that the poor old Advance
Regi stration Center does not prepare the
sc hedule. The mi stake in spelling you
referred to was either done by the department when they submitted their original
material for the schedul e, or was an error
in typing the fi nal copy that goes to the
printer. I know you people are more aware
than anyone else that thi s can happen!
T he Advance Registration Center won't
mind getting blamed for its own boo-boos,
but please spare them those for which
they are not responsible.

THE COMETS
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LIT, WRITING COMBINATION DEFEATE.D
by Bob Hewitt

On Thursday, April 3rd, the Curriculum
Council met from two to four in the sixth
floor conference room.
The only s1gn1ficant action taken was
the defeat of the proposed change in Lit
and Writing I and IL The vote was five to
four in favor of passage, but the proposal
required seven favorable votes to pass.

Lit and Writing I and II would have
changed into a one five-hour course in the
defeated -plan. Two common lectures a
week was one of the major changes. This
was the principle complaint • of the
students polled, who voted 84 to 72
against passage. The s.tudent poll had no
effect on the Curriculum Council's decision, however. The student representative
who took the poll is not allowed to"vote.

"Student Power, Now." emblazoned
across a university wall. Berkley?
Columbia? No, it's the Free University of
West Berlin and it stands out among other
student slogans because its the only one
written in Eng1ish.
This insight on the European scene was
revealed to the History Club by James
Kuhlman who brought to last weeks meeting films of his recent stay in Eastern Europe. In the hour Mr. Kuhlman tried to
convey the tension throughout the Soviet
satellite countries of Eastern Europe. Thi s
atmosphere has been created by the new
Doctrine of Intervention of the Soviets as
pointed up by the 1968 invasion of Czechoslovakia.
The tension has built up to such a point
that the Russian language is being avoided
by people living in the Soviet Bloc countries. Even in places like Poland the
people would much rather speak German
when conversing with a foreigner. The
pressure of the tension has built up so
considerably, Mr. Kuhlman hypothesized ,
that the Russians, in an attempt to lessen
the pressure, released the news of the

by Mike Gilmore

The Student Affairs Council met last
Monday with Rod Martel , Madeline Pappas, and Warren Antmann, three of those
arrested in the sit-in at the President's office last November.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the reasons for the sit-in and the
conditions that existed that led to the
sit-in. The students felt . that they should
clashes along the Sino-Soviet border.
The film Mr. Kuhlman brought with him have more voice in student affairs. The
showed much of Eastern Europe and '!\'hat students stated that they wanted equal
is being accomplished physically in the old representation in _ all affairs concerning
European cities centered in this area. students. When asked why the demonstraMoscow, Prague, Bucharest, East and tion took place, Rod Martel responded by
West Berlin and Budapest, were revealed saying that he doesn't suffer from the
to the club. Of great interest to the mem- same inferiority complex most of our
bers of the club was the film of Prague. students have, he feels he is capable of
Mr. Kuhlman told of the rejection of the making decisions that conern him and the
Soviet invaders at least idealistically by school. When asked if the demonstration
the students and intelligentsia of Czech- would have taken place now, the students
responded that as long as the conditions
oslovokia.
that
existed are still present, there is alThe films were not professional but that
added to the uniquness of the pres- ways the possibility of another demonstraentation. It put the meetmg at a personal tion even though they feel more optimistic
level and brought Eastern Europe alive for now than they did five months ago.
The role of the student concerning the
the members.
This was the last meeting t,1 the trimes- · Stern-Lawrence issue was also discussed.
ter for the History Club with this week
being the start of finals. Things are being
planned for the club in the Summer with
the first meeting taking place on the 20th
by Carol Russell
of May. The subject to be discussed is the
Friday, March 28, the Northeastern Ill. Chicago Policeman. Guest speaker will be inois State College Band, under the direca Policeman who is going to school here. tion of Dr. Edgar 8 . Gangware, returned
He will try to defend the position of the from a most successful 1969 concert tour.
·Department during the past year.
Last year the band hea~ed West to the

Kuhlman Reveals Eastern Europe Problems
by David Green

SAC MEETS WITH
DEMONSTRATORS

Monday, April 14, 1969
The student Affairs Council is very interested in opening as many channels of
communications with the students as it
can. If students have any ideas or complaints about anything · concerning the
school and the student, they are welcome
to contact Dr. Ann Buchmann, chairman
of the Council.

Photo Contest Opens
Entries are now being accepted for an
international photo contest sponsored by
The Foundation for Spiritual Understanding. The winner in the color category
will receive a trip to Hawaii. First prize in
the black-and-white category is a week at
Val Morin Yoga Camp in Montreal, Canada. In addition to these major prizes,
eighteen cash awards will be made.
The judging panel, headed by LIFE
photographer Ralph Crane, will include
outstanding photographers as well as
representatives of the world's major religions. Pictures will be judged on the basis of
technical excellence and their significance in
terms of spiritual understanding, a concept
defined by Dr. Marcus Bach, Director of
FSU, as the spiritual quality to be found at
the heart of all life's positive experiences.
Details may be obtained by writing to
Photo Contest, FSU, Box 816, Palos Verdes
Estates, Calif. 90274. The contest closes
July 1, 1969, and winners will be
announced on or before September 1, 1969.

CONCERT BAND RETURNS FROM TOUR
Davenport area so this year it traveled to
Wisconsin where they played to nearly
5,000 high school students. For the second year in a row the Greyhound Bus
Company was late and the Band left
Wednesday, March 26, in the snow hurrying to make a 10:00 a.m. concert in Wauconda, Illinois. After a good "first Concert", the band had lunch in Wauconda
and moved to Muskego, Wisconsin for the
afternoon concert. The concert was one of
the best and well received at Muskego.
After spending the night in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, the band played its morning
concert at Port Washington High School,
Port Washington, Wisconsin. Because of
an undeveloped music department the
band expected questionable reaction to_
the concert. As the band began its concert
in fine style, the audience and then the
band caught fire and the result wa~ by far
the most enthusiastic audience that the
band has ever had.
The afternoon concert was at Brown
Deer, a suburb of Milwaukee. The concert
opened with "Music to Watch Girls By"
in honor of their Sadie Hawkins Week. As
was true at most of the concerts, this audience of over 1,000 (the largest) especially appreciated "Concertino" a piece
featuring the percussion section.
The second night the band stayed and
had dinner in Rockton, Illinois. With the
dinner came a program featuring a skit,
fashioned after Rowan and Martin's
Laugh-In in which Bob Zielinski and Bob
Kos took the roles of Dan Rowan and·
Dick Martin and the chairman of, the
awards Committee Chris Butzen presented the annual band awards.
Joh Steffen received the outstanding
performer award while the band .gave him
a standing ovation. The other awards
were: Outstanding Leader: Norb Rozanski; Outstanding Bandsman: Bob Alderson; Outstanding Bandswoman ; Mary
D'Amore; and Outstanding Service: Bob
Alderson Mary O'Amore, Norb Rozanski, Grant Goodrich, and Carol Russell.
The final day the band played at Marengo, Illinois and two concerts at Taft
High School in Chicago. One of the ·highlights of these concerts was "Tenderly" a
trumpet solo performed by Dr. H.D.
Harmon accompanied by the brass choir.
Everyone appreciated returning back to
Northeastern and no one can deny that
the tour turned out well--very well.

:8 e,t '7toeat Sltop
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
.

:iJSS WEST BRYN MAWR AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 6064S
PHONE 478-6276
NICK G . KATSOULIS

s
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wee
play
by Elliot Cohen
_DON'T EXPE<:;T THE USUAL! Since this the last issue of Wee-Play for this
tnmefer, and possibly for good, our format is going to differ slightly. Our question this
week, was a question from you, or in other words, answering a question with a question, a
feat too often used by college students. During the week beginning March- 31 my
question was simply, "Would you ask me a question about anything that you have a
question about?" Simple enough, yes? Here is what a representative sampling of what
the students here have on their minds. Perhaps, you'll be able to give a few answers.
JIM FORD--Why the hell don't they recover those pool tables down in the basement??
DARYL CONNETT--Why do so many girls with naturally blond hair die their roots
black?
CHRIS JOHNSON--Why do the hamburgers taste so crummy in this school?
BOB HEWITT--Is it true that reporters on the PRINT get paid, and if so, how
much?(l'll answer that one, Bob. Commoners like Gene Corey and I don't, but the hard
working (ha-ha), goggled-eyed Ken Davis pulls a couple of bucks out of the state for
running this weekly comk book.)
_SUE LIPKIN--Can I think about it? (Keep thinking, honey. May_be I'll get you next
tnmester.)
KEN KLOPACK--Why are there so many girls in this school? (Answer--The dog
pound ran out of room.)
COLLEEN MATY ASEC (with a multi-sectioned question)--How come more boys
don't go to Northeastern? How come the boys that go here are so cheap? Why don't the
boys that go here act more like gentlemen? (Guys, stay away from Colleen.)
MARTIN STUCK--Why doesn't the placement office notify graduating students
about obtaining teaching positions earlier than they do?
KATHY McGEE--Do you know anything about the SOS movement for woman's
liberation?
JERRY RAPACZ--Why are the girls in this school so snobbish, unfriendly , or hard
to communicate with? (I wouldn't know, Jer. Better talk .to our complaining friend,
Colleen Matyasec.)
RON KNAPICK--What are they goi ng to do abo ut these requirements? (Let's hear
it, Administration. WHAT IS GOIN.G TO BE DONE???)
IRA (EAST) BERLIN--How come it's raining today ? (Maybe, because it's not
snowing. )
P. H.--Why is this school letting the Blacks seemingly takeover in many areas of the
school?
,
BLYTHE JACOBSEN--Why is this night different from all other nights?
DAVE PLOTSKY--How do you beat the draft ? (Try sleeping in a warmer room!)
CA ROL ABRAMS--Who's more biased?
.
RUTH GOLDSTEIN--Why do you have to take umbrellas in the rain? (The answer
to that is very simple. You see, Ruth, when the rain stops you're supposed to turn your
'!m?rella up-si~e-down and catch the pennies that fall from the sky. By the way! Ruth
mv1tes the entlfe Northeastern student body to her wedding on June 8, at the Hyatt
House. I know that she'll be thrilled to see you, and so will the bartenders.)
JEFF WAGNER--Do you think that the C ubs are goi ng to win the penant this year?
NAN (N.P.) SEIDNER--Does Ken Davis ever go to classes?
GLADYS GRAD--Why am I so afraid to send my children to a school system that I
am prepared to teach in ?
The next few questions pertain to me. (Gee, I knew that there was someone else
besides my Mother who thought about me!!)
CARL YE MAZZI--How are you?
N A NCY EINIKIS--How old are you?
KAREN TEMPLE--Why are your sideburns so long?
NANCY HOLMQUIST--Why are you standing here asking people questions?
TED AGRAESTA--What are you going to do when you grow up?
My answer-I'm feeling fine, because, since I'm twenty-one, I just came back from a guided tour
spo?sored by the B'nai Brith to the Christian Brothers brandy facto ry, that's why I
decided to grow my sideburns long and stand here, hoping I could get a part in a John
Wayne western and start my career as a famous journalist.
I would like to thake\this opportunity to thank all my readers for struggling through all
the gar_bage that has been brought your way, courtesy of northeastern PRINT. If you're
t~uly disheartened by the crap that comes your way through thi s weekly catas trophy , and
tlfed of reading some of the ignorant remards made by hours truly , "Why the hell don't
you do something about it?"

-CORRECTIONIn the PRINT April Fool special, an
article appeared with the by-line "By Arnold Wolman." Mr. Wolman did not write
the story, although he's probably sorry he
didn't, and has asked for a retraction. Gee,
Arnie, we're sorry.

VFBY THANKS NISC
Vision foundation for blind youth wishes to thank those NISC students and
faculty who bought tickets to our play last
Saturday night. We would also like to
thank those faculty members who men-·
tioned this play in their classes. A special
thanks to the staff of the PRINT who
tolerated my occupying their office for the
last two weeks, using it as a place where
students could find me to buy tickets.
Thanks again to everyone.

YAMAHA NORTH SPORT CYCLE, LTD.
PARTS - SALES - SERVICE

AUTHORIZED YAMAHA DEALER
ALL 1969 MODELS AVAILABLE

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE
50% OFF ON ANY HELMET
RO 4- 8701
~~

2748 W. TOUHY AVE .

George Chakiris - A Warm Person
in "West Side Story" as Bernardo, however, that he became generally known to
the American public. He had previously
worked in the London production of it as '
Riff, and was expected to play the same
character in the movie. Much to t)le surprise of many, the Mirsh brothers cast him
as the Puerto Rican gang leader. And as
Bernardo, Chakiris came off with an Oscar.
Contrary to expectations, this did not
catapult him to stardom. He did appear in
several movies such as "Diamond Head,"
"Flight from Ashiya" and others. In the
last few years, Chakiris has done extensive tra":'.elling, starring in some foreign
films, such as "Bebo's Girl" with Claudia
Cardinale. He has two films soon to be
released; "The Hot Line" with Charles
Boyer and Robert Taylor and the "Big
Cube" starring op'postie Lana Turner.
There is a possibility that George Keathely , the producer-director will attempt
to take the play on tour. They would like
to keep the cast intact, going to New
York, Los Angeles, etc. Chakiris enjoys
worki ng in this play, as do all its members.
by Alicia Kouvelis
He seems to have a fondness for the Ro. mantic Era works, and would like to do
George C hakiri s is currently starring in · something in the line of "Wethering
the I van hoe Theater production of "The Heights".
· Corn is Green" . As a consequence of reviewing the opening night performance , an
In response to random questions about
interYiew was granted. Mr. Chakiris is re- today's society, Chakiris stated that he
puted to be a rather remote individual, but likes the de-emphasis on materialisui , but
this reporter found him to be quite the fears the lack of communication between
opposite. He is a very warm person , very various groups. He is still single, not havresponsive to questioning.
ing found the right woman, but feels that
C hakiri s was born in Ohio, but now
marriage is a lasting institution. He fee ls
calls California home. He began his career that Americans marry to young. This is
as a dancer, gaining notice through this. In probably due to hi s European upbringing,
1965, he came to nation-wide attention
although this reporter very definitely
through a photograph used exten sively fur
agrees with him . Chakiris is of Greek
publicity. It was a still shot of Rosemary
extraction, with both parents havi ng been
Clooner in "White Christmas" with a quarborn in Greece. He , like Melina Meco uri ,
tet of male dancers, with Chakiris forehas doubts abo ut the present situation in
most. His striking good looks had people what history names the "Cradle of Deasking who he was. It wasn't until his role mocrac y."
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4 NISC-TV
... Cong ratu lotions
Photos by. Roger Bad er
Larry Spaeth

Newscaster and camerawoman Madeline Pappas

"Last minute instructions"

Television Production Coordinator
Ronald A. Saiet

The Northeastern PRINT
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Cameraman Karl Brown
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"Goodbye, Columbus" ,
Opens Friday
"Goodbye, Columbus," Paramount Pictures' film version of the National Book
A ward-winner by Philip Roth, was directed by Larry Peerce from a screenplay
by Arnold Schulman. The film was
produced by Stanley Jaffe for Willow Tree
Productions and stars Richard Benjamin,
Jack Klugman , Nan Martin and introduces
Ali MacGraw. The film is a candid look at
the problems of a disenchanted young man
and the well-to-do girl with whom he has
an affair.
Goodbye ; Columbus opens April 18 at the
State-Lake theater.
• . Jlw1lltMAiMJSW''l
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ANNOUNCING ,

S&H &REEN STAMPS

The Opening of

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY-DAY Of the Week
NEW DINING ROOM

58 8-9365

588-9850

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
,

"Specializing in Italian Cuisine"

Now Serving from

~

4000 W. PETERSON (PEJERSON & PULASKI)

.D

•w TUNE-UPS
TRANSMISSIONS · ITAN A
• BREAKES RELINED
.
• RADIATORS
• WHEEL ALIGNIJENT
• EXHAUST SYSfEIS
• HAND WASH
.
• TIRES. BATTERIES AUTO

FACTORY AUTKORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
IARKIV
FRIGI KING
SAIE DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL IAKES
&MODELS &All
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

AIR
CONDfflONING

\

11:00 a.m.- 11:30 p.m. Tues.-Thur.
11:00 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. Friday
11:00 a.m.- 1:30 a.m. Saturday
-3407 w.
Bryn Mawr
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"English _Trimester" ready to start
The English Department of NISC will ground and abilities. Decisions on final_
offer a new course in the fall. 14-381, The j admission to the program will lie in the
English Trimester: American Literature , hands of the instructors.
will involve three instructors and thirty-six ' The strength of the English Trimester
students in a twelve-hour, trimester-long , lies in its attempt to offer a ~mall group of
plan of study which will focus on American I serious students a _single_ integrated curliterature from the broader cultural per- riculum for an entire tnmester. Such a
spective associated with the term condition should encourage studies_w_hich
"American Studies". The emphasis here will be both broad and deep w1thm a
will be on an indepth reading and dis- manageable field. Both faculty and
cussion of selected primary and secondary students will be able to concentrate their
" texts. Beyond this, each student will be intellectual energies without the usual
encouraged and guided toward some fragmentation of interest and effort w~ich
research project which would be designed comes in the normal twelve-hour cumcuto carry him even more deeply into some lar pattern with its potpourri of su?ject
area of more specialized independent matters and its frequent (and sometimes
study. While the exact division of the almost compulsive) testing and checking.
twelve weekly hours has not yet been Freedom and flexibility are of the essence
made, it is assumed that a portion (per- within this larger twelve-hour unit of the
haps three) will be for common meetings English Trimester. It is our belief that the
involving all students and instructors; an students must be given ample and lei surely
additional portion will be set aside for time to pursue the study of literature and ,
small group meetings (probably 12 in thi s case, of their own country as seen
students per instructor); and the remaining th ro ugh the eyes of its major writers.
hours will be given to individual confer- Applicants not possessed of the maturity
ences and counseling for independent to profit from these liberal conditions will
study.
not be admitted to the progra m.
The students selected for this program
Interested · students should see any of
will be interviewed individually by the ins- the following people: Dr. Paine, Chairman
tructors to determine the seriousness of of the English Department; .Mr. Bates,
their interest and the range of their back- Mr. Gray, Mr. Hoberg.

Ukranians Set up Display
The current exhibit outsi(le the library
represents Ukrainian folk art consisting of
embroidery, ceramics and wood carving,
Especially appropriate for the Easter
season is the Ukrainian fold art of coloring
Easter eggs know n as "Pysanky".
Traditionally, in the Ukraine and among
Ukrainian Americans eggs are exchanged
duri ng the Easter season; young ladies
give "pysanka" to pros pective boy frie nds
with the choice egg being given to the
young man a girl likes the best; relatives
and friend s also exchange such eggs during Easter visits. "Pysanky" originated in
pagan times, then symbolizing the rebirth
of the earth in spring. During the Christian
era, it also come to symbolize the Resur-

rection - the hope of new life.
The entire exhibit in fact, is characteristic of Ukrainian tradition. Embroidery,
for example is passed on from mother to
daughter and wood carving from father to
son. A typical Ukrainian household invariably contains many of the objects
shown in the exhibit providing both originality and color to the interjor decoration of
a home: While generally regarded as traditional, authentic embroidered designs nevertheless, frequently embellish the contemporary fasl-iion of many modern UkraiQian women.
Alexandra D . Kochman
P.S. Do not refer to Ukrainians as "Russians".

Placement Schedules ·
Seminars Speakers
Placement Office will again meet with all
student-teaching seminars for the coming
8-week session of student teaching. Three
special meetings have . been set up as
follows:
KgP Seminar, 1:00 p.m., Little Theatre,
April 22, I 969
IUG Seminar, 4 :00 p.m., Auditorium,
May 12,1969
Secondary Seminar, 4:00 p.m., Little
Theatre, May 16, 1969
All student teachers will be notified by
mail approximately a week before their
respective meetings. The announcement
will contain agenda items which will relate
to "how-to" apply for positions and learn
of vacancies. A representative from the
Bureau of Teacher Recruitment of the
Chicago Public Schools will also be
present. All student teachers are reminded
to watch for their mailed announcement
and attend these meetings.
·
Mr. Ernest Lamb of the Maxwell House
Coffee Division of General Foods would
like to speak to interested men students

about some marketing summer positions
his company offers. He will be in Room
Al 19 on Thursday, April 17th at 2:00
p.m. Further particulars are posted under
"Summer Jobs" on the Placement bulletin
board.
Students are asked to check recruitment
dates for some of the following school districts : Niles Twp. H.S., Bensenville, Ill.
elem. school district, Los Angeles , California public schools, Archdiocese of Chicago, etc.
Last year a special recruitment program
was planned for the May-June graduates
on a Saturday morning, June I 5th---the
only time space was available. Some 17
school districts sent representatives to the
college to recruit teachers. True, the
near-by suburbs such as Skokie an<!_
Evanston stated that they had large numbers of applications on hand and were no
longer actively recruiting, but suburbs a
little further out were still " shopping". If
enough districts are interested in late recruitment, plans are in the offing for a special Saturday date thi s y'ear.

"WARRENDALE" TO PRE-MIERE AT AARDVARK
Allan King's W ARRENDALE, which
shared the Critic's Prize with BLOW-UP at
the 1967 Cannes Film Festival 1 will have its
midwest premiere beginning Friday, April
18, at the Aardvark Cinematheque, 1608 N.
Wells, in Piper's Alley.
In addition to the Cannes award, WARRENDALE was named Best Foreign Film
of 1968 by the British Film Critics, and Best
Documentary of 1968 by the National
Society of Film Critics.
W ARRENDALE is a film about emotionally disturbed children, pr oduced originally for the Canadian Broadcasting Comp-

any. However, because of the repeated use
of a four-letter word in the film, it was
never shown on television.
Reviewers have been universally ecstatic
about WARREND~LE. Judith Crist called
it, "A shattering, illuminating, unforgettable experience, "while The Nation wrote,
"One of the most extraordinary, most moving, and fascinating documentaries ever
made."
Showtimes for WARRENDALE are 7:00,
8:45, and 10:30, with a midnight show on
Friday and Saturday, and matinees Saturday and Sunday at3:30 and 5:15. The film is
scheduled for an indefinite run.

NORTHWEST YAMAHA

IMPORTANT to Us''·
by Cindy Dubas
"If it' s important to him (the student)
The counselors here at NISC are
it's important to us ," said Miss Dorothy
extending an invitation to meet and greet
McCreery on behalf of the Guidance staff.
you . These people, sitting in those lone- Though the head of the Guidance Departsome cubicles are waiting to become your
ment, Miss McCreery manages time to
advisor. If you like - your FRIEND. By " help students with really deep problems. "
advisor, they don't mean someone who Students enrolled at NISC are urged to
will push or sway your decision. They
make use of the services of the Guidance
want you, as the adults you are, to reach a Counseling Center. Problems such as
decision you feel is the right one for you .
job pos.sibilities according to your major,
There are many ways that eac·h of the any personal conflicts with teachers, and
five counselors can help you . One way is any outside problems find a way of being .
by heing there when you need them. The solved after a trip to the Guidance Center.
counselors-at-large are Miss Barbie BehMi ss Dorothy McCreery, Mi ss Barbara
rendt (a.m.) and Mr. Dick Johnson (p.m.)
Behrendt, Mr. Walter Bobkiewicz (father
Anyone who needs a counselor quickly , of a 2 yr. old son and new baby daughter
and on short notice who hasn't got an born in Dec. ' 68), Mr. Richard Johnson appointment , can see Mi ss Behrendt from (father of twin girls), and Mr. William
9 a.m. to I 2 p.m. or Mr. Johnson from 12 Speller, all share this feeling, " Anyway we
p.m. to 3 p.m. without appointment.
_can help ... "

That .Thing on The Seventh Floor
by Lynda Immergluck

NI SC has something in common with
the Playboy Club. Our hexagon-shaped,
beehive-looking building has a penthouse
to the stars. It is located on the seventh
floor.
In this age of Aquarius, N ISC is "in."
We are the proud owners of a genuine,
original American family telescope. The
size is enormous and when covered, it
lightly resembles a Civil War cannon. Its
location is within the boundaries of the
C-.l>.uilding penthouse, although it is out in
the open.
The telescope is set up on a wooden
platform with room for approximately fifteen people. There are three doors surrounding the area. One door leads to an
enclosed room with additio'nal astronomical equipment, another leads to the stairwell connecting to the sixth floor;, and the

third opens to an outdoor terrace.
There are various stories related to the
origin of our telescope. Some believe it
was donated to our school. In actuality,
Dr. .Arthur A. Scarf, Professor of Biological Science recommended NISC's that
founders purchase the telescope just prior
to the school's opening in 1960. Dr.
Scharf saw it advertised in an auction sale
and it was bought at a "giveaway" price.
How it was brought to the seventh floor
without elevator use is an unanswerable
question.
In the past decade, the telescope has
had occasional use. Because of the reflection of the city lights, weather conditions,
and its little known reputation our telescope has been quite stagnant in recent
trimesters. However, construction is
presently underway to revamp the whole
area with emphasis on astonomical studies.

8880 N. MILWAUKEE A VE., NILES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALL 250 & 305 MODEL Y AMAHAS
$200 OFF LIST WITH THIS AD
250
305

Formerly NOW
5 SPEED 695.00 495.00
5 SPEED 790.00 590.00

•
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This Child
Needs Your Help!
DANIEL NOONAN, 4101 Lee, Skokie, needs your
help. The one-year old hemophiliac is constantly in
need ofbloo_d transfusions.
Daniel is learning to walk. This is a critical period in
his life that makes his need all the more urgent.
Friends and neighbors cannot possibly meet Daniel's
demand for blood. He will require about 500 pints annually.
Daniel has been hospitalized twice at Children's Memorial hospit~l in Chicago since Thanksgiving. In that
period he received 130 pints of blood.
Any blood type is acceptable. When making a donation, a person need only indicate it goes to Daniel Noonan and Children's Memorial hospital.
The Hemophiliac Foundation will provide a mobile
unit which will be sent to a club or organization that
has 75 willing donors.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Noonan, the child's parents,
may be reached at 677-8097 for any further information. They are hopeful that the community will respond
generously to Daniel's plea. His life depends on all of
us.

YAMAHA
SUZUKI

FREE HELMET - FREE SHIELD
FREE LESSONS

TKE HOLDS LAST MIXER
TKE is sponsoring the last mixer of the
.trimester which is scheduled for April
18th, Friday, at 7:30. The location of the
"SOUL EXPERIENCE" is 3909 North
Ave. at the Serbian National Hall.
The featured entertail)ment of the night

1s the "Soul Machine", a group which has
only recently gained popularity at Northeastern.
The night is expected to be the only
chance for NISC students to let themselves go after a heavy trimester struggle
with the books.
..

The Why? - A Place to be
by Phil Miglioratti

DES PLAINES
YAMADA & SUZUKI

I

\

Rand & River Rd.
Des Plaines

SALES SERVICE PARTS
296-1034

Interested, apathetic, or violently opposed, you are probably aware of the
campus action of Northeastern's Inter-Varsity group. Springing out from
their meetings designed for Christian fellowship, the IV group has also persued
other interests and activities. During the
FREE WEDDING CATALOG
fast
past twelve months, they have sponFOR THE BRIDE-TO-BE
sored four noon-day concerts under the
theme of "Jesus Christ--Like it is". The
Everything for the wedding and reception. Wed•
ding invitations, gifts for the bridal party, novel musical packages have ranged from the
decorations, personal ized bride's cake knife , hard blues/rock sound of the Excursions,
toasting glasses, napkins, matches and other through the fold tempoed songs of the
Other Side, to the gospel oriented Contunusual, exciting personalized items.
emporary Chorus, each concert capped off
Creations by Elaine Dept.
4655 W. 7 1st St.
C hicago, Ill. 60629 by dialog with a Chicago area student
speaking on the message of Jesus Christ.
'

CLASSIFIEDS
PART-TIME HELP WANTED

Teachers Wanted
for part-time teaching in Jewish religious schools two or more
hours per week.
Opportunities are available Saturday morning, Sunday morning,
and Sunday afternoon in schools in the Greater· Chicago area for
the school year 1969-70. Openings range . from primary level
through high school.
If you are interested please call the Board of Jewish Education,
72 E. 11th Street, HA. 7-5570.

Research Participants for one.day fallout shelter
study, on May 3, 1969 in Niles, Illinois. 8 hours or
less,$15 per person-Children, too. Call 9:00 4:30, weekdays Mr. J. Anderson 647, 9000
Two Student a id vacancies
Part-time work in Northeastern Mailroom
15 hours per week. Apply room E, 13

SERVICES.

-

COMPLETE INVITATION SERVICE
Beautiful Wedding , Shower, Luncheon and all'
party invitations sold at Discount. Envelopes
addressed in fine Script. Invitations sealed
stamped and mailed. Prices very reasonable.
Call Pearl April 728,7872
TERMPAPERS, THESES TYPED
IBM Electric ... 40c/ page. Call: Mrs . Cohen,
338-5242 evenings

AD RATES
$) .00

per 3-lines or 35c
per line

Now reaching outside our campus, the
Inter-Varsity group has been taking part
. in an exciting coffeehouse scene. Nearly
one hundred college students have been
spending Friday nights at The Why ? coffeehouse on Addison (5'.) 12 W.) for the
usual--plus a lively program of music,
drama, and some real individual ex- :
pression. Featured this past weekend,
coming in off the Expresso Flower and
Sounds of Freedom, was (...were?) the
Cottage Cheese Funeral blues group.
Heading up the bill the Friday at 8 PM
will be a folk group, labled as the New
Day, along with some talkable and hungry
people. Randy Jorgenson, besides studentizing at nearby Wright, has been spearheading the operations attempting to make
the evening a worthwhile experience.
From all visible vibrations, the uniqueness
of Friday nights at the Why? has emerged
from the interaction that hippens between
peoples. An open invite asks that you take
part--make Friday nights at the Why? a
worthwhile experience.

I
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PIRI THOMAS VISITS
Piri Thomas was invited to be the convocation speaker at Northeastern because
it was felt he would give the Puerto Rican
community in Chicago a sense of direction
and cohesion, and because he typifies the
hope that is buried under many layers of
frustration . He has transcended the barriers. He rose from a street kid, addict and
convict to an elevator operator, from an
elevator operator to a gang worker, from a
gang worker to author, poet, artist and
Government advisor.

gang leader, militant student and hack
politician -- each hung on his every word .
Part of Thomas' busy itinerary included
the opening of a store front study center
on Division Street, in the heart of the
Puerto Rican neighborhood , which is
sponsored by NISC. At this ceremony,
the "most famous Puerto Rican" spoke of
relevant education and its necessity to
overcome the perils of ghetto life. He was
encouraged by the fact that the college
was stepping beyond the confines of its
Because of Piri Thomas' success and walls and was attempting to resolve the
because of his forceful, poetic language, problems that it has examined, discussed
he excited audiences from the moment he and studied so long. In Aqui Estoy Piri
landed in Chicago until he stepped on the Thomas visioned an · alternative to track
plane to return to New York. Whether marks on the arm of a young gang memspeaking to one person or addressing five ber; he saw the tape recorders, books,
hundred, he was understood because he blackboards and the programmed learning
drew upon his own experiences, many of material as the first step in forming a cohewhich were similar to those of the people sive community. In his words, the center
in his audience. He didn't use the flowery is a positive road, not the avenue of withlanguage of the classroom, but rather the
drawal cramps, busboy wages and prison
visceral words of the street. The Puerto homosexuals.
Ricans could identify with him. And yet
In every encounter with the community,
here was one of their representatives who Piri spoke of his pride in being a Puerto
grew up in American and made good.
Rican. This pride permeated the minds of
his people and could be seen in the exPiri Thomas is a completely pression on the faces and in the eyes of his
non-defensive person. At an early morning audience. To the Puerto Ricans in Chimeeting with the leaders of the Puerto Ri- cago's Barrio Piri Thomas is not just
can Community, his response to an an- · another speaker. His people will rememtagonistic question was, "Let's go outside · ber him as a symbol of the beauty of being
and settle this," At this meeting, sensing Puerto Rican. He left them with the feelthe factionalism that is prevalent among ing that they need not settle for a menial
his people, he spoke as the leader of the job; he inspired them with a sense of hope
total community. His demand was for
that their culture is beautiful and that it
unity and, while he was present, unity was
should and will assu~e its rightful place in
the order of the day. Police officer and this country.

.

How many times have I told you to take care of your
books so you'll get more for them from Follett's?

Oh, my son, is this a way
to treat your father?

Follett's pays you
more cash for
your used books
Comes the end of the semester, you really
appreciate extra money. Follett's can give you
more hard cash for your used books because
we're part of a big operation and can afford to
share our volume-buying savings with you. We
buy all , kinds of textbooks, even those not
currently being used on the campus or being
used next semester.
So, as soon as your exams are over, br,ing in your
books and get good pick-up cash for that afterexam let down. And, next semester buy your books
at Follett's (we sell them for less, too) and take
good care of them so you'll get a good buck for
them come next semester's end.

For generations,

It's a lovely, vicious circle. And cents-able, too.

the name Follett
has been
synonomous with

•

student saving.

FOLLETT'S
NORTHSIDE BOOK$TQRE
3417 West Bryn Mawr Ave.
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BILL
BAKER
Report
Varsity Basketball came to a rather thrilling end at NISC for the 1968-69 season as
the Golden Eagles foug ht back from a six game losing streak to win seven out of their
las t nine games and fi nish up with an ov~ra ll mark of 12-13. It was only their fourth
season of intercollegiate competition.
T he Eagles were .over the .500 mark only twice during the year, once when they won
their first game of the year and again when they defeated Roosevelt for the second
victory. Sandwiched in between was a heartbreaking loss to Western Ontario University
in Canada, 74-68 .
·
Ma n y feel th a t t he G olden Eagles could have done much better had a few mor·e
breaks gone their way. After losing to WOU by six, NISC came out the loser in a pair
of one point games with C hicago State, dropped a game to Judson by two in the final
th ree seconds and lost out after the gallant comeback to IIT by one.
Perhap s the highli te of the season 's ac tivities came when the Circle Campus came to
N !SC. The C hikas had beaten us earlier by 32 point , but the Eagles played the best
ga me of the yea r and beat U I CC 8 I- 79. That game was indicative of the type of ball to
look forw ard to i~ the nea r future.
·
T he Eagles will lose Duke Gunter, Jen:y Mi,krut and possibly Pat Doyle, but the
outstanding crop of fres hmen should come into their own as soph's and ·keep NISC in
contention.
.-.
··
The following players and managers were honored at the Fourth Annual Winter
Sports Banquet on April 1st· at George Diamonds Restaurant.

2ND STRING ROLLS ON
, Northeastern has become one of the strongest schools in the area as fa r as college
volleyball is concerned. This year the tryouts for the team saw so many fi ne players that
coach Mrs. DeMano, was able to select three very fine teams.
The Northeastern second string has done very well th is year and added another win
to their record last Thurs. as tl}ey defeated Rosary College in two consecutive games.
The· team has some girl s who have powerful serves and a couple of girls who have good
spiking abi lity ; but it is their teamwork that makes them so much stronger than the
second strings of other schools. T he spirit of the team can be seen at practice when they
are playing against the Varsity and doing their best to beat them , as they have a few
times this year. With the talent Mrs. DeMano has on all three of her teams it is apparent
that Northeastern will have fine Volleyball teams fo r the next few years.

SOFTBALL
The Women's 12 inch softball team has begun practice for the coming season; but
there are still some positions that need to be filled. If you are interested in playing
contact Miss Meyer in her office and she will answer any questions you might have.
••Best friend o Body E ver Had"'

SPETNER'S

Open Mon. & Thurs.

Eves. T ;~I 9 :30 P.M .

2650 W. DEVON

Duke Gunter
Pat Doyle
Joe Rossie
Jerry Mikrut
Ron Czakalski
Tom Colicchio

Jesse Branson
Chris Stubblefield
Tim Blanchard •
Bob Jenkins
Bill Baker
Dave Helfand

FLY TO EUROPE

ON DEVON

AMERICA'S FINEST CORSET SHOP
• Chicagoland's Widest _Selecti on
of quality bras, girdles
and panty hose.
• 17 Experts To Serve You
• Superb Fitting And Alterations
Shop By Phone
TELL US THE STYLE NUMBER AMO SIZE
OF YOUR BRA AMO GIRDLE , AMO WE'LL
MAIL TH EM TO YOU ..WE PAY POSTAGE

I BR 4

-

1308

Round Trip to London
$245° 0

I

Also Paris, Rome, Israel
Many Dates still available
Campus Rep. Marc Engelhart

478-5330

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645

Mark Kenna
Tom Wheeler
Johnson McGee
Doug DeVincent
Jay Lagambina
Larry Bernstein

Hans Base
Addrell Blakely
Hank Williams
Keith Brown
Bronko Jovic ·
~orm Burdick

3314 W. FOSTER AVENUE• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60625

PHONE: 478-1490

GOLDEN EAGLES WIN OPENER
by Ron Middleton

Play Ball ! And that's what our Golden Eagles did in their opener against Illinois
Institute of Technology (IIT). Northeastern's Eagles defeated IIT by a score of 4-3
for their first victory in the Chicagoland Baseball Conference.
IIT broke the scoring ice in the bottom half of the third inning; a single, two walks
and a sacrifice fl y off starting pitcher Ed Grosenwald capitalized for one run. Ed ran
into more trouble in the fourth, this time a costly wild pitch set up two more runs for
IIT. With two out and a runner on first, Groenwald threw a wild pitch striking out the
IIT batter, but the ball broke down into the dirt hitting the plate and bouncing over Ed
Miller's head. The batter was awarded first base on what should have been a third out.
An infield single accompanied by a throwing error by Groenwald allowed two more
IIT runs . Another walk followed and it is here that Coach Hale decided to bring in a
relief pitcher, Wayne Madura. Madura faced one batter and put out the IIT fire.
D aa ny lndelli led off the Eagles fifth inning with a single. Frank Tirtilli then hit a
ground ball which should have been an easy I IT double play, but the big error occured
at second base leaving both Eagle runners safe. Catcher Ed Miller sacrificed both
ru nners one base ; one out and runners on second and third. Pitcher Wayne Madura
las hed a two base hit scoring lndelli and Tirtilli making the score 3 to 2. A walk to
Denny Graziano followed the two base hit putting two ·r unners on with only one out.
Brian Anderson the next ·Eagle batter hi~ a ground ball in which IIT made the play at
third forcing out Madura. Bob Jelen the n followed with a single scoring Graziano to tie
the game at 3 and 3. With Brian Anderson on third and Bob Jelen on fir8t, coach Hale decided it was time for a double steal. T he steal was successful and Anderson scored
the fo urth run of the inning which in turn happens to be the winning run . .
The following three innings were scoreless as. Wayne Madura retired -fourteen IIT
batters in a row before runn ing into disastrous troub le in the last half of the ninth. A
walk, a single and another walk loaded the bases for IIT in the ninth with only one out.
The potential tieing and winning run were on base for IIT. But the rabbit jumped out
of the hat as the next IIT batter hit a pop 'fly to shortstop Danny lndelli in shallow
ce nter field ; he made the catch and fired the ball home to catcher Ed Miller to put the
tag on the I IT runner trying to score fro m third base.
A fantastic double play fini sh ! Any more squeakers like this and Coach Hale will be
gray sooner than he think s. As for record purposes , the Golden Eagles are 1-0 thi s
season.

by Pam Olsen
Northeastern's Varsity Volleyball team went to DePaul University last week for their
first match of the season against DePaul. In past years DePaul has had very strong
teams whi ch we re usually some of the stronger teams in the Chicago area; but this
year's team looked like one of the weakest teams DePaul has had in years. Our team
completely domi nated the first game as they were able to spike with power and
accuracy. The final score of the first game was Northeastern 15 and DePaul 2.
The second game of the match saw the DePaul team wake up somewhat as they
began to pick up our serves and begin to use team work. The combination of NISC's
teamwork and the great spiking of freshman Carol Lindseth, helped Northeastern come
back from a deficit of IO to 3 to win the game and match 15 to 10. This second game for
NI SC saw the Varsity fall behind, as they have so many times before, in the second
games of th e matc,h. Mrs. De Mano doesn't know what causes the team to play so poorly
after a big win in the first game and has become concerned with the inconsistency of
play by the Varsity. She has warned the team that -they have to become more consistenf
if they plan to do well in the tournament at George Williams, on April 12th. The team
has all the skill and talent needed to do well in the tournament but they have to improve
their style of play in the second game instead of slacking off and playing a slow,
defensive game.
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HOURS:
DAILY 10-6
MON.AND FRI.
10- 9

WEEKLY SPECIAL
STEREO L.P.'S BY
POPULAR ARTISTS
ONLY$2 48

GKET

6137 N. NORTHWEST HWY.
CHICAGO'S NEW LOOK IN--BILLIARDS

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

''

STEREO L.P.'S - $3. 19
8-TRACK TAPES - $5.50
TOP 40 45'5 $ .69
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_No Waiting for Tables

3 CUSHION BILLIARDS
• BRUNSWICK GOLD CROWN TABLES
WOMENS LEAGUES NOW FORMING
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY... FREE INSTRUCTIONS

FOR INFORMATION--CALL MRS. BENDER
RO 3-1010

